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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
OVERVIEW
The Rumpelstiltskin Multi-Generational Community Engagement Project was set up by
balletLORENT to offer participation and performance opportunities to school children and
older adults, specifically targeting those living in disadvantaged areas of Newcastle.
Rumpelstiltskin was the third in a trilogy of re-imagined classic fairy tales which explored
universally relevant and emotionally rich themes for family audiences. In this case, themes
of grief, loss, greed, loneliness, exclusion and the redemptive healing power of love.
The community engagement project aimed to offer an experience of creative dance and
movement, accompanied by music and props, to large numbers of school children and older
adults in community and care settings. Additionally, the Company planned to identify and
invite individuals who would become part of the stage production of Rumpelstiltskin at
Northern Stage in Newcastle. Funding was received from the Newcastle Cultural Investment
Fund, the Foyle Foundation, Sir James Knott, the Shears Foundation, the Barbour
Foundation, RW Mann Trust, Proctor and Gamble and a private donator.

Project Aims
1. To enable continuity and development of existing relationships, and to add
new partnerships with schools and families in areas of Newcastle which are
recognised as experiencing economic and social disadvantage
2. To create new partnerships with community groups, including the
development of a creative movement offering to older adult community
groups in the Newcastle area
3. To improve the health and wellbeing of engaged communities through the
provision of creative movement and performance opportunities, and crosscommunity and generational interaction.
¨ Within this aim the Company embrace the Arts Council of England CYP
Quality Principles, a set of seven common principles for working with, and
creating work for, children and young people: striving for excellence and
innovation; being authentic; being exciting, inspiring and engaging; ensuring a
positive, child-centred experience; actively involving children and young people;
enabling personal progression; developing a sense of ownership and belonging

METHOD OF EVALUATION
As the outset of the project, balletLORENT commissioned an evaluation report to track and
measure the outcomes of the project in relation to the aims and objectives above. The
methodology comprised data collection and analysis techniques which allowed capture and
interpretation of statistical data as well as the experiences, views, and opinions of all those
involved during the participation and performance phases.
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FINDINGS
The findings, below, demonstrate the ways in which the project aims were realised:

Aim 1:
The following detail describes how the Company met their objective of continuity and
development of existing relationships whether with schools or individual children and how
they added new school partnerships in areas of economic and social disadvantage:
•

•

•
•
•
•

•

In the lead up to the production of Rumpelstiltskin, the team delivered 20
workshops to six primary schools in Newcastle. There were existing relationships
in four of the primary schools: Knoplaw; Hawthorn; Central Walker; and Westgate
Hill. Two new schools were added: St Paul’s and West Walker
Following the performances of Rumpelstiltskin, the team returned to five of the
six schools and delivered an additional 42 workshops, giving most of the children
a chance to deepen their relationship with the company and to develop their
creative dance experience and knowledge
A total number of c.616 children (age 4-10) took part in one, two, or in some
cases three workshops with the Company over the period April 2017-January
2018. This considerably exceeded the initial target of 539 children
In five of the six schools the level of pupil premium funding for free school meals
is classified as ‘higher than’ or ‘well above’ average indicating areas of economic
deprivation
All sessions were led by Creative Associates (and dancers) Gavin Coward and
Natalie Trewinnard who led and delivered the 2015 schools workshop
programme for Snow White
Seven children from the school’s workshop programme went on to perform in
Rumpelstiltskin at the Northern Stage Theatre. This exceeded the Company’s,
initial aim of recruiting six children
Two of the Rumpelstiltskin young cast had a previous relationship with
balletLORENT; one performed onstage and one reached the latter selection
stages of the 2015 Snow White community engagement project

‘(every) School has a coding, our number is twice as high as the national average … Elswick
parish (council ward) is the most deprived diocese of Newcastle, from Tyne to Berwick - very
high social deprivation. 70% ethnic backgrounds, 25 other languages spoken in school
community, 40% are classed as disadvantaged on the school meals classification.’
Head Teacher, telephone interview 9/11/17
‘Children are from an area of high deprivation so little disposable income for giving children
opportunities in the arts, limited compared to other areas. Even if kids don’t get all the way
through, they are getting an opportunity to go to free workshops working with professional
dancers, an experience that our children just would not normally get. It was a really
inspirational thing to be happening within our school. Lovely to watch the way they approach
things, very imaginative, very creative, very engaging.’
Class Teacher, telephone interview 28/11/17
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Aim 2:
The feedback and analysis clearly demonstrated the ways in which new partnerships and
relationships with adult community groups and individuals in Newcastle were created:
•

•

•

The Company delivered a total of thirteen creative movement workshops to six
residential care and community organisations situated mainly in the West of
Newcastle: Grange Centre, Throckley; Abbeyfield Residential Care Home; Search
Services for Older People in West of Newcastle; Knit and Knatter Group,
Cornerstone Project, Benwell; Comfort House Residential Care Home; and St
Anthony’s Padua Church Drop-in Centre
Approximately 150 individual older people took part in the workshops over the
period May-July 2017, which exceeded the Company’s stated aim of reaching
120 people.
Three members of the Company undertook extra training to ensure the work
with older people’s community groups and organisations was carried out to the
highest professional standards and Duty of Care procedures

The group loved the session and are still talking about it – they were even up dancing
at the coffee morning this morning to show everyone else what they did!
Volunteer Coordinator, Residential Care home in Newcastle
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The Company were able to fulfil their aim of recruiting older women, who did not have
access to creative movement or regular fitness classes, to join the onstage cast of
Rumpelstiltskin. And specifically, that the recruited older cast were living in areas of
Newcastle which experience economic and social disadvantage:
•

•

•

Four women from the Benwell Knit and Knatter Group, part of the Cornerstone
Project, agreed to a request from Liv Lorent to work with her and the Company
to explore the possibilities of helping them create an authentic, multigenerational onstage community in their production of Rumpelstiltskin
The four women, who all faced serious health and mobility challenges, went on
to take part in the full rehearsal period and to perform at the Northern Stage
Theatre with the young cast and the Company
The women were able to contribute their knitting skills and creative ideas to
make props and items which were used onstage

‘As far as we know, we’ll try. Never done anything like this before. Got to keep yourself
going, got to make a fool of yourself at some stage! Why aye!’
Comment from Irene, at Byker Community Centre, 19/07/17

•

Additionally, the Company formed new relationships with staff and
volunteers at Byker in the east of Newcastle. The Company rehearsal and
creation phase took place at Byker Community Centre over the period
May- September 2017. The wider Byker community were also invited to
attend a rehearsal of the production, offering a significant opportunity for
people to experience a professional artistic production on their doorstep.
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Aim 3
The outcomes related to improvements in the health and wellbeing (emotional and physical)
of engaged communities is described below, in the words and actions of the participants. The
articulated and photographed examples are just a few illustrations of how the project
delivered the hoped-for outcomes (in bold) contained within the overarching aim:
Increased confidence and self-esteem
‘children who were picked, it’s an amazing experience that will stay with them for rest of
their life, to build their skills but also their confidence and self esteem
Class Teacher, telephone interview 28/11/17
‘We have noticed a massive change in Macy’s confidence. She is now getting a lot more
involved with dancing and wanting to be part of a group. balletLORENT has been a great
confidence boost for Macy’
Parent written comments, questionnaire, Byker 19/07/17

Emotional regulation, self-knowledge, social skills
‘He’s enjoying it, committed to it, a bit nervous. (He) wanted to listen to music as a way to
calm and centre himself’
Parent comment before stage performance on 26/10/17
‘Amy (is) not doing dance-classes any more. Can’t do their classes since doing balletLORENT.
Sometimes dance teachers shout at them and it’s just like being at school. There’s nothing
else like this.
Parent, comment to evaluator at Northern Stage rehearsal 22/10/17
‘It does build confidence and self-esteem … but it builds that ongoing understanding of other
people I think it brings another dimension to children seeing that we’re not all the same, that
people have talents in different ways. And also, it’s that world out there – it broadens their
horizons hugely - because despite our best efforts they have quite narrow experience and I
think if you broaden a child’s experience of the different things they might do then it builds
self-knowledge and knowledge of people and social skills as well’
Head Teacher, telephone interview, 28/11/17
With these children being slightly younger and some from challenging backgrounds, it was
clear that we needed to introduce more discipline techniques, be firm and clear, whilst
remaining encouraging and positive. Encouraging their sense of character, self-respect!
Instilling back stage and studio rules and theatre etiquettes. These are all life skills and things
you can't always learn from being in a school environment or from a book!
Gavin Coward, Creative Associate, email comments Nov 2017
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Encourage learning between the generations

‘I’m not really one for children
having not had any of my own.
But one little guy, we’ve really
hit it off – told me he’s keener
on gymnastics. Friendship has
just grown’

‘A lot of younger children either
haven’t got grandparents
around and not used to older
people so it’s good for them.
They’re waiting to see what we
say. We’re just the same as they
are, they just haven’t realised
that yet’

‘Macy kept me in touch with the
outside world’

combat isolation through having fun and making friends
‘I was just out of hospital and not very strong. (They) gave me a kick up the back side. Was
really an incentive to me, to get a move on and get on with life. This was a bit of a life saver,
(I) thought my adventurous days were passed’
Telephone interview with Irene, 03/10/17

Raise aspirations and engender a new sense of purpose
‘setting very high expectations for the children … which they rose to. I perhaps wouldn’t have
pushed them to that level but to see what they can achieve … Need to log that, good from
my point of view … as we aspire to high expectations.’
‘Just stuck head round today, doing some fabulous stuff. One of the boys invited to the
workshops (mum said no we can’t (attend the workshops), I was gutted). They got him to
demonstrate what they would be doing and it was amazing, performing what he’d been
doing in front of all the children that afternoon’
Class teacher, telephone interview, 28/11/17
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The aim to promote physical wellbeing through the provision of physical activity may
sound like an obvious objective for a dance company but the findings demonstrate some
surprising examples:
Child 1
‘One little boy doing the most amazing dancing, he is autistic. His verbal communication is
very limited. He expressed himself so amazingly well through movement, and how very
liberating that would be for him to be able to express himself in that way. All our children got
a lot out of it but this is an example of a child who got a significant amount out of it’

Child 2
‘(this child) got a lot out of it, but he reached a ceiling. As he went through the process it
became apparent that he wouldn’t be able to perform but he still got so much out of it, his
mother too. A really talented boy and he was able to express himself so beautifully’
Head Teacher, telephone interview, 28/11/17

The physical activity of dance, for example within a warm-up, delivered noticeable changes
in a short space of time:
Observing a big difference in children from beginning to end of 10 minute warm-up. They
are more in their bodies, more alignment. I’m surprised to see the difference.
Evaluator comments, Observation log, 02/05/17

But for many of the children the workshops which balletLORENT deliver provide an
opportunity for children to experience movement beyond the purely physical benefits and
to discover talents for artistic expression that could be life enhancing for them:
‘Because we’re not all academically gifted, it’s about children finding things that motivate
and inspire them and you can do that in school. School isn’t just about learning maths and
english.’
Head Teacher, telephone interview, 28/11/17

Many of the children who were selected to become part of the young cast were already
incredibly active and highly physical, so the findings in this area were complex. Their
physical learning followed a different trajectory, one of developing their capacities beyond
the natural exuberance or expected ‘dance’ or ‘gymnastic’ moves. These children were
developing sophisticated physical possibilities which allowed them to contain their energy,
to be comfortable with repetitive, even boring moments, as well as extending their
movement and expressive range. In this way they developed more knowledge and nuance
about their physicality and how to use it in performance.
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In terms of the Arts Council of England’s Principles for working with children and young
people, the following observation describes an example of how the principles of being
authentic, ensuring a positive child-centred experience, and actively involving children and
young people were occurring. The discussion centred around the choice to commit, or not,
to the long process involved in making a piece of dance theatre:
A very open discussion opened up about the child who had not turned up and Liv
acknowledged that, ‘Some of the work is boring’ and one of the boys responded very
spontaneously and seriously, ‘But it’s important!’ When it turned out that Patrick was not
coming back, even after all the efforts to keep him, Liv described it as, ‘Patrick has fallen out
of love with the work,’ and went on to say very openly and acceptingly, ‘If anyone else is
falling out of love with it, let me know?’.
Observation log entry, Byker CC rehearsal on 21/09/17

The principles of striving for excellence and innovation and being exciting, inspiring and
engaging was recognised by the Duty Manager at the Northern Stage Theatre:
‘Amazing … compared to the other sorts of shows with kids from stage schools, they’re so
much more contrived. All teeth and smiles, old school. To see these kids who come in, never
danced before, running free but then they perform with the utmost focus and brilliance’

And in performing Rumpelstiltskin how they were observed to demonstrate a sense of
ownership and belonging which enabled personal progression:
(The) children were more free, more trusted, going on stage independently. Children
enjoyed this and looked fantastic, it gave them a sense of responsibility, something to
respect, to think about and care about.
Gavin Coward, Creative Associate, email comments Nov 2017
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CONCLUSION
balletLORENT’s ambition to build and deepen relationships with schools, families and
communities in disadvantaged areas of Newcastle is a clearly articulated aim and was
rigorously followed through at each stage of the Rumpelstiltskin Multi-Generational
Participatory Project.
The findings within the evaluation point towards this type of participation as a way of
engendering understanding between communities and generations. The relationships which
were being forged spanned cross-community and were able to bring people together from a
wide range of professional and social settings as well as cross-generationally, encouraging an
inclusive and diverse opportunity for many people living within the city of Newcastle.
The Rumpelstiltskin story was re-imagined and re-envisioned for a new era. In Carol Ann
Duffy’s story, as in Liv Lorent’s parallel motivation of reaching out to economically deprived
communities with little access to the arts, the theme is of bringing in those who have found
themselves on the outside. Far from being an old story, this theme is relevant in the current
socio-political debate, where fear of the ‘other’ is being played out in local, national and
global politics. Rumpelstiltskin is a story about healing the divisions, greed and pain which
had been flourishing even though many attempts had been made to improve things. The
story of our own times shows another parallel, the recurring and problematic socio-political
challenge of how to engender social mobility in people of all backgrounds.
balletLORENT tell their audiences stories but, along the way, they are encouraging each of
their participants to expand their own story. During the project the participants were offered
a new perspective, another way of looking at the world and themselves. The encouragement
of talents and capabilities, the inclusion of views and ideas, and the chance to reflect were
all evident.
The findings of this evaluation provide clear evidence of balletLORENT’s ability to deliver a
meaningful participatory project which benefits many who are living in disadvantaged areas
of Newcastle, while also enhancing the quality of the artistic experience for their audiences.
The flow of ambition and aspiration was complex and required hard work from all who were
involved but the clear outcome was one of personal, public and wholly collaborative
achievement for all.
‘I’ll never forget it. Everyone I spoke to loved it – the whole show!’
Comment from Irene, taken from the balletLORENT film about the four women’s experience
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